POWERhub, Conlog’s XMLvend compliant vending gateway enables customers to expand their vending footprint by providing a means for third party channels such as banks, airtime distributors and online service providers to sell energy tokens on their behalf.

The expanded vending footprint means it is easier and more convenient for consumers to purchase energy tokens where and when they suit them. It can also alleviate the financial burden incurred when providing additional vending points during peak buying periods. POWERhub Credit Management is an add-on to POWERhub that gives customer protection and control over the third party partners that connect to the system.

Credit
Customers can request that third party partners first deposit money to credit their account on the POWERhub system.
This protects the customer’s revenue as they have already received the money for the energy tokens being sold.

Commission
This allows the third party partners to make money on the energy tokens they are selling. The commission method and structure can be tailor made to suit both the customer and the third party partner. These include:
> Commissions based on total transaction value
> Commissions based on arrears charges accumulated
> Commissions based on kWh accumulated
> Commissions based on FBE accumulated
> Discount on credit deposit

Charges
Additional fees incurred by the customer through the management of money deposited by third party partners can be passed back through implementation of additional charges.